We present IREP++, a rule learning algorithm similar to RIPPER and IREP. Like these other algorithms IREP++ produces accurate, human readable rules from noisy data sets. However IREP++ is able to produce such rule sets more quickly and can often express the target concept with fewer rules and fewer literals per rule resulting in a concept description that is easier for humans to understand. The new algorithm is fast enough for interactive training with very large data sets.
Introduction
Classifiers that produce if-then rules have become popular as they produce human readable rule sets and often have a high classification accuracy [11] . The most common ways to produce such rule sets from data are to first learn a decision tree and then extract the rules from the tree [13] or to learn the rules directly from the data [5, 7, 4] . RIPPER is an algorithm belonging to the latter class that has proved effective and fast even with large, noisy data sets [5, 6] .
While RIPPER is a very fast algorithm, the training time was too long for an information assurance application of interest to the authors. Our application required an algorithm that could be trained on data sets with over one million training patterns and more than thirty features fast enough to be used in an interactive environment where training times of more than a few minutes would be unacceptable. We therefore used RIPPER as a starting point and attempted to develop an algorithm that achieved comparable accuracy but ran faster. The result of these efforts is IREP++. The algorithm has proven to have equivalent accuracy while being significantly faster at developing new rule sets. The speed improvements were achieved by making several changes to the RIPPER algorithm including a better pruning metric, some novel data structures, and a more efficient stopping criteria.
IREP++ handles data with categorical features more efficiently than earlier systems [7, 5] and is thus often able * This work is sponsored by the Department of Defense under Air Force Contract F-19628-00-C-0002. Opinions, interpretations, conclusions and recommendations are those of the author and are not necessarily endorsed by the United States Government.
to produce fewer rules while achieving similar accuracy on such data sets. We show that the FOIL gain metric [12] used for growing rules has a property we call "sortable". Exploiting this property allows us to produce individual rules that cover more data than comparable RIPPER rules while requiring little more execution time per learned rule.
Algorithm Overview
IREP++ is based on RIPPER [5] which in turn is based on Fürnkranz and Widmer's IREP algorithm [7] . These algorithms all share the common structure described here. It should be noted that RIPPER is able to handle data sets with targets that take on more than two unique values. While this is certainly useful in a machine learning algorithm, IREP++ and IREP are designed for boolean valued targets only and this application shall be the focus of the following discussion. If desired, IREP++ could be similarly extended.
All three algorithms begin with a default rule (target = false) and, using a training data set, attempt to learn rules that predict exceptions to the default. Each rule learned is a conjunction of literals. Each literal corresponds to a split of the data based on the value of a single feature. For numerical features, each literal is of the form f i > c, or f i < c for some feature f i and some constant c. For categorical features IREP and RIPPER produce literals of the form f i = c where c is a value that may be attained by feature f i . RIPPER also has an option that allows it to produce literals of the form f i = c. IREP++ produces literals of the form f i ∈ {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } where each c i is a value that may be attained by feature f i . If all the literals are true for a given data point, then that data point is said to be "covered" by the rule and we predict a target value of true for that pattern. If a data point is not covered by any of the rules we predict its target value is false using the default rule.
The basic algorithm structure is depicted in Algorithm 1. On each iteration of the main loop (steps 2 through 9) a new rule is learned. First the training data is randomly split into a grow set and a prune set preserving the prior probabilities of the target (2/3 of the data in the grow set, 1/3 in the prune set). Next, a new rule is learned using the grow set. This new rule is immediately pruned using the prune set to compensate for over-fitting. It must now be decided if the newly formed rule is a good rule that should be added to the rule set or if it
Algorithm 1: Algorithm Overview
Input: A training data set Output: A rule set LEARN(TrainingData) (1) RuleSet ← NULL (2) repeat (3) (GrowSet, PruneSet) = SPLIT(TrainingData) (4) NewRule ← GROWRULE(GrowSet) (5) NewRule ← PRUNERULE(NewRule, PruneSet) (6) if KEEP(NewRule) (7) RuleSet ← RuleSet + NewRule (8) TrainingData ← NOTCOVERED(RuleSet, TrainingData) (9) until stopping criteria is met (10) return RuleSet is a bad rule that should be discarded. All three algorithms make this determination differently. Finally the grow set and prune set are combined and any patterns covered by the new rule are removed from this combined set to form a new training set. This new set is used on the next iteration of the loop. At some point we must stop learning new rules and return a final rule set. All three algorithms have different stopping criteria. It should be noted that IREP++, in contrast to RIPPER, does not remove patterns that are covered by the new rule in step 8 unless the newly learned rule is deemed good enough to keep (the if statement in step 6 evaluates to true). If the rule is not worth keeping then we do not remove the patterns it covers. Since the next iteration will randomly split the data into a new grow and prune set, which should be different than the grow and prune sets of the previous iteration, we are unlikely to learn the same bad rule on the next iteration.
IREP, RIPPER, and IREP++ also share the same basic structure in the GrowRule and PruneRule procedures which we now address. The GrowRule algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2. On each iteration of its main loop (steps 2 through 10) GrowRule adds another literal to current rule.
To construct the new literal, GrowRule considers each feature in the GrowSet in turn and attempts to find the best literal using that feature. For continuous-valued features this involves sorting the data set using the feature under consideration and then considering all possible split points. Each split point corresponds to two possible literals: f i < c and f i > c where c is a number mid way between the values on either side of the split point. The value of the split is determined using Quinlan's information gain criteria from his FOIL algorithm [12] . FOIL gain is an information theoretic criteria and can be written
Algorithm 2: GrowRule Overview
Input: A grow data set Output: A rule
foreach feature in GrowSet (5) NewSplit ← FINDSPLIT(feature,GrowSet) (6) if NewSplit is better than GlobalBestSplit (7) GlobalBestSplit ← NewSplit (8) NewRule ← NewRule + GlobalBestSplit (9) GrowSet ← NOTCOVERED(NewRule,GrowSet) (10) until no errors on GrowSet (11) return NewRule If R is the original rule and R is the rule after adding our candidate literal, then p (n) is the number of positive (negative) patterns covered by R , and p 0 (n 0 ) is the number of positive (negative) patterns covered by R. IREP and RIPPER handle categorical features by having each call to FindSplit return a literal of the form f i = c where c is a value attained by the feature f i . As with numerical features, literal quality is assessed using the FOIL gain metric. A discussion of the way categorical features are handled by IREP++ can be found in Section 3.2.
The split having the highest FOIL gain metric on all the features is retained and the corresponding literal is added to the rule. All patterns in the GrowSet covered by this new literal are removed and, as long as there are still some negative patterns remaining in the GrowSet, we go back through the loop and add another literal. The loop terminates when the new rule makes no errors on the GrowSet. At this point the rule has over-fit the data and must be pruned.
Pruning involves removing literals from the new rule until performance on the PruneSet decreases. The metric used to assess performance is different in all three algorithms as is the sequence of literals considered for removal. The following sections will explore such differences in the algorithms.
Differences Between IREP++ and RIPPER
RIPPER was designed to improve the accuracy of IREP. Cohen demonstrated that RIPPER is significantly more accurate than IREP, but at the cost of being slightly slower [5] . Our goal was to preserve the accuracy of RIPPER while improving on its speed. As a result this discussion will focus primarily on RIPPER.
Handling of Numerical Features
Finding the best split on a numerical feature requires us to sort the data set on that feature and then search for the split point that maximizes the FOIL gain. Each pass through the main loop of GrowRule requires us to access the sorted values of each feature. RIPPER simply re-sorts the data on each pass. Using data structures similar to those used by the SLIQ system [10] we have been able to keep the feature values in sorted order so sorting is only necessary on the first iteration.
When the GrowSet is formed, a separate "feature matrix", is used to store each feature. The first column of this matrix stores the values of the feature in sorted order. The second column stores the number of the row in the GrowSet from which the value came. Thus each feature value is represented by an ordered pair (v i , r i ) where v i is the i th value of the feature and r i is the row in the unsorted GrowSet where this value occurred. Another array, the "keep table", is used to indicate which rows of the original GrowSet are still uncovered by the current rule. Each row in the keep table corresponds to one row in the initial, unsorted GrowSet. Initially each row of the keep table is set to true. These data structures are depicted in Figure 1 . Once we have determined the best split on all features (step 8 of Algorithm 2) we can use this split to update the keep table, setting to false all rows of the keep table not covered by the new literal. This can be accomplished by iterating through the feature matrix starting at the split point for the feature used in the split. The row indices in the feature matrix indicate which rows of the keep table should be updated. The remaining feature matrices can then be compressed so they only contain values whose rows indices are marked true in the keep table. This can be accomplished at a cost that is proportional to the number of patterns remaining in the GrowSet.
Recall that finding the best split on a feature requires that we know the target value associated with each value of a feature. As we have removed the features from the data set to reduce the sorting time we will need another way to access this information. Our solution is to group all the positive training patterns at the top of the unsorted GrowSet and all the negative patterns at the bottom. We can then determine the target value by simply looking at the row index. If the row index is less than the number of positive patterns in the GrowSet the target value must be positive; otherwise it must be negative.
Handling of Categorical Features RIPPER and
IREP both handle categorical features by forming literals of the form f i = c for some categorical feature f i and some value c. We will refer to such literals as "single valued splits". Given a categorical feature that takes on many unique values ("levels") it is likely that many values of the feature predict a positive target value. As RIPPER can not learn rules of the form f i ∈ {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k } ("set-valued splits") it must learn a separate rule for each value of the feature that predicts a positive target value. This not only requires more rules and hence more processing time, but may also lead to less accurate rules. A literal of the form f i = c will cover fewer data patterns than a literal of the form f i ∈ {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k } . Thus, once the uncovered patterns have been removed, subsequent splits must be made with less evidence and hence will tend to be less accurate. Larger rule sets also take more time to evaluate when we wish to classify new data patterns. RIPPER has an option to learn negations for categorical features. With this option enabled RIPPER is able to learn literals of the form f i = c or f i = c. This increases the expressive power of RIPPER and helps mitigate some of the problems mentioned above.
There are, however, potential problems with allowing set-valued splits. It is known that mixing categorical features which attain many unique values and continuous valued features presents a problem when information theoretic metrics are used as the splitting criteria [11, pg. 73-75] . The problem arises because a feature which attains many unique values is capable of splitting the training data into many small subsets. If we can pick any subset of values as a split there will be so many possible subsets that we will tend to get some high valued splits by chance. Hence there will a bias for splits on these categorical features over splits on potentially more predictive continuous features. Our experiments indicate that this potential drawback is no larger than the accuracy drawback mentioned for single valued splits. Since the two approaches produce rules with similar accuracy but the set valued features produce smaller rule sets we have opted to use set valued features.
If we are to use set valued splits we must find a way to determine the optimal subset of values to use for the split in a computationally realistic manner. Calculating the FOIL gain of every possible subset would require time that is exponential in the number of levels. This is not necessary because FOIL gain is "sortable". Specifically, suppose we have a feature f which can attain k possible values. Each value of the feature, v j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k has p j positive and n j negative training patterns associated with it. If we order the levels such that
then the subset of values that maximizes the FOIL gain will always be of the form {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v l } for some l ≤ k. Thus finding the optimal subset requires time that is linear in the number of unique values attained by the feature.
A class of metrics was known to have this property [3] , but FOIL gain is not a member of that class 1 . As the Gini metric is a member of the class [3] we tried using it as the metric in GrowRule. Gini assesses the impurity of a set of data as
where p S (n S ) is the number of positive (negative) data patterns in the set S. In GrowRule a split divides the initial data set, S, into two new sets S 1 , and S 2 . If the weighted Gini impurity of these two sets is less than the impurity of S then the proposed split is a good one. The split that causes the greatest reduction in Gini impurity is the best split. Here reduction in Gini impurity is calculated as
This gave results that had roughly the same accuracy as those produced with FOIL gain, but it produced many more rules. This can be attributed to the fact that Gini has no built in bias for literals with large coverage while FOIL gain, with its leading factor of p, does. Since Gini did not perform the way we wanted we began to examine FOIL gain to see if it had the same properties. Monte Carlo simulation indicated that FOIL gain has the desired property, but we were unable to prove it. We therefore enlisted the help of Professor Madhu Sudan who produced the elegant proof that appears in Appendix A.
Pruning
When pruning rules we must make two important choices: which literals should be considered for removal, and what metric should be used to assess the quality of a pruned rule. IREP iteratively considers the final literal for removal (where final refers to the last literal added) while RIPPER considers any final sequence of literals. After some performance comparisons we decided on RIPPER's approach. In [7] the authors describe two possible pruning metrics:
where p (n) is the number of positive (negative) patterns covered by the pruned rule and P (N ) is the number of [5] . However, Cohen notes that the metric M 1 can cause convergence problems [5] . In an attempt to find a better solution, RIPPER adopted the metric
which is a linear function of M 2 and so will have the same effect on pruning.
To summarize, the metric M 3 is equivalent to M 2 which is known to be inferior to M 1 . As M 1 suffers from convergence problems the authors investigated other pruning metrics and settled on a version of FOIL gain. We use the FOIL gain formula in Equation 2.1 but here p 0 (n 0 ) is the number of positive (negative) patterns in the prune set covered by the pruned rule and p (n) is the number of positive (negative) patterns covered by the original, unpruned rule. If the value of this metric is negative then adding the literal under consideration to the pruned rule does not produce any information gain on the prune set and the literal should be removed. The sequence of literals that produces the lowest (most negative) FOIL gain with the fewest literals is the final pruned rule.
The execution time of PruneRule may be reduced by noting that a pattern covered by a rule will be covered by any pruned version of the same rule as removing literals always makes the rule more general. Thus a pattern covered by the current rule will be covered by the rule produced in the next iteration of PruneRule. We therefore only consider patterns which were not covered by the rule on the previous iteration.
Stopping Criteria
Step 9 of Algorithm 1 refers to a stopping criteria. In order to maximize the speed of the rule learner we would like to stop learning as soon as possible. However, there is a danger that we might stop too soon. Thus the stopping criteria is a trade-off between computational efficiency and accuracy. The original IREP algorithm stops learning the first time a rule is learned whose accuracy on the prune set is worse than that accuracy of the empty rule (the rule which always predicts "false"). To improve the accuracy of IREP, RIPPER used a description length principal as its stopping criteria. After each rule is learned RIPPER calculates the description length of the rule set and the examples covered. Learning terminates when the description length becomes sixty four bits longer than the smallest description length obtained so far. It is then necessary to examine each rule in turn and delete those rules which decrease the description length.
IREP++ uses a simpler approach than RIPPER while avoiding the early stopping that caused accuracy problems with IREP. If a newly learned rule covers more negative than positive training patterns that rule is considered a bad rule and is immediately removed from the rule set. In this case the patterns covered by the bad rule are not removed from the data set (e.g. step 8 of Algorithm 1 is executed only if the new rule is not a bad rule). When five bad rules have been learned in a row the algorithm terminates. The number of bad rules to learn before terminating was determined experimentally. Note that we avoid an infinite loop since the training data is randomly split before each rule is learned. Thus even though we don't remove the training data covered by the newly learned rule, a different split of the data is likely to result in a different rule being learned on the next iteration of the loop. Since bad rules are immediately removed from the rule set we don't need to consider which rules to remove after completing the steps of Algorithm 1 like RIPPER does.
Optimization Loop
To improve classification accuracy RIPPER employs an optimization loop after completing all the steps of Algorithm 1. During the optimization phase alternatives to each rule are learned and a description length metric is used to chose which of the alternatives to keep. The optimization may be repeated any number of times. If k optimization loops are employed the algorithm is called RIPPERk. Experiments with RIPPER indicate that while the optimization loop does improve performance some, the effect is not large (see Section 4.1). As the primary goal of IREP++ was to develop a faster algorithm, we didn't include any optimization loop.
Experimental Results
The accuracy and speed of IREP++ were assessed using a variety of realistic and synthetic data sets. The realistic data sets were gathered from the University of California, Irvine's data repository [2] , the data from The Third International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition [8] , some of the data distributed with the LNKnet data mining package [9] , the phoneme data set from the Esprit ROARS project [1] , and some information assurance data sets produced by the authors. In some instances the data set did not initially represent a two class problem. Since IREP++ can only work on data with boolean targets, these data sets were modified to change them into a two-class problem. This was achieved by picking one value to represent a positive target and allowing all other values to represent a negative target. Data sets were randomly split, preserving the prior probability of the target, into a train set and a test set with two thirds of the data going to the train set and the remaining going to the test set. All error rates reported reflect performance on the test data.
Our speed assessments are based on the above mentioned data sets and some synthetic data sets. The synthetic data sets will be discussed in Section 4.2.
Accuracy
We compared IREP++ to RIPPER0 and RIPPER2 (RIPPER with no optimization loop and with 2 optimization loops) on several realistic data sets. Both RIP-PER0 and RIPPER2 were tried with and without the negation feature, which enables it to learn literals of the form f i = c. A summary of these results appears in Table 1 . RIPPER2 does only marginally better than RIPPER0 on these data sets. The won-lost-tied record of RIPPER2 compared to RIPPER0 is 10-6-3 with only one of the wins being statistically significant. Here, and in the following, statistical significance is calculated using the method described in [11] . We assume the difference between the error rates of the two classifiers on the test data set is approximately normally distributed. If the difference between the error rates is significant at the 95% level we deem the difference significant.
The won-lost-tied record of IREP++ compared to RIP-PER2 is 6-7-6 with two of those wins and no losses being statistically significant. Against RIPPER0, IREP++ has a 10-6-3 won-lost-tied record with four statistically significant wins and one significant loss. The negation option doesn't affect the results very much. Comparing IREP++ to RIP-PER0 with negation changes the won-lost-tied record to 11-6-2 with three wins and two losses statistically significant. RIPPER2 with negation has the same won-lost-tied record as RIPPER2 without negation. Two of the wins and one loss are statistically significant. Given these results we conclude that there is very little difference in the accuracy of RIPPER2 and IREP++ while IREP++ and RIPPER2 are both a bit more accurate than RIPPER0 2 . However, our experimental results indicate that IREP++ is significantly faster than either variant of RIPPER.
Speed
Several factors affect the running time of these algorithms. The number of features, type of features, number of levels of categorical features, complexity of the target concept, amount of noise present in the data, and number of training patterns all affect the learning time required. Speed assessments of these algorithms required a combination of realistic and synthetic data. The data sets discussed in Section 4.1 were used to assess training times on realistic data. Two synthetic data sets were used to measure how well the algorithms scale as data set sizes increase. In all cases execution time was determined by running the algorithms on a Pentium III Linux machine with 512MB of RAM and using the Unix "time" command to measure the user and system times.
The training times on the smaller data sets in Table 1 were so small as to be unmeasurable since the time command has a resolution of only 0.01 seconds. We therefore only 0
IREP++ Errors
KDD_cup † Letter** Pbvowel** Phoneme ‡ Table 1 : Performance of IREP++, RIPPER0 and RIPPER2 on several realistic data sets. The columns "RIPPER0 Negation Errors" and "RIPPER2 Negation Errors" indicate accuracy rates for RIPPER with the negation option enabled. Data sets marked with a * come from the UC Irvine Repository. † sets come from the 1999 KDD Cup competition, ** sets are from the LNKnet data mining package, the ‡set is from the ROARS project, and unmarked sets were created by the authors.
show the timing results for data sets containing over one thousand training patterns. The results are summarized in Table 2 . IREP++ is faster than RIPPER2 in all cases and faster than RIPPER0 in all but two cases. The two data sets on which RIPPER0 was faster are small and total training time for RIPPER0 and IREP++ was less than one second on these sets. However, on the larger data sets where training times were longer, IREP++ was always faster than either variant of RIPPER. In some instances this difference was quite dramatic. For example, on the KDD_cup data set IREP++ trained in about 1 minute 30 seconds, RIPPER0 required about 8 minutes, and RIPPER2 required over a half an hour. Since the KDD_cup data set is representative of the data sets we wish to work with interactively (in terms of size and number of features) the difference in training times represents the difference between interactive and batch processing. In almost all cases use of RIPPER's negation option decreased the required training time. In some cases the difference was dramatic while it others it made little difference. For example, RIPPER2 required less than 17 minutes to train on the Defcon_categorical data set with negation and almost 27 minutes to train without it. On the other hand, the KDD_cup data set which also contains many categorical features showed very little difference in training times. Mushroom, which contains only categorical features, saw an increase in training times when the negation option was employed. This variance can be traced to the reduction in rules caused by the negation option. As indicated in Table  3 , RIPPER2 with negation learned half as many rules on the Defcon_categorical data as it did without negation while the reduction in learned rules was less for the KDD_cup and Mushroom sets. To assess how well the algorithms scale we constructed two synthetic data sets: one containing only categorical features and one containing only numerical features. In both cases data was generated by first selecting random feature values. For the numerical data set all features values were floating point values between 0 and 1. For the categorical data set all feature values were randomly chosen from a set of eleven possible values. A rule set of the form learned by RIPPER and IREP++ was then used to decide if the feature vector should be given a true or false target. Noise was added to the data set by changing the target value of fifteen percent of the data patterns. All data sets contained ten features. The rules for generating the continuous valued data were where [i] > c indicates that feature i must be greater than the value c. Each semi-colon terminate sequence of literals is a single rule. If the randomly generated data was covered by either rule it was assigned a target value of true. For the categorical features the rule set was [1] in {a} and [3] in {a, b, c, d, e, f} and [7] in {g, h, i, j, k, a}; [2] in {k, a, b, c, d, e, f} and [3] in {g, h, i} and [9] in {b, c, d, e, f};
Data sets of various sizes were generated this way and RIPPER0 and IREP++ were run on the resulting sets. The 
Number of Rules
Because of the differences in how RIPPER and IREP++ handle categorical features we expect IREP++ to be able to express the same target concept with fewer rules. Table 3 shows the number of rules learned by IREP++, RIPPER0, and RIPPER2 on all of the realistic data sets which contain categorical features except votes and hypothyroid. These two sets were omitted as votes contains only three values per categorical feature (yes, no, and undecided), and all the categorical features in the hypothyroid Credit  15  9  4  3  10  10  4  Defcon_categorical  17  10  23  12  20  12  8  KDD_cup  41  7  31  28  24  22  23  Kr-vs-kp  36  36  17  18  15  14  10  Monks-1  6  6  5  5  2  2  4  Monks-2  6  6  0  0  0  0  2  Monks-3  6  6  5  3  5  3  2  Mushroom  22  22  8  6  8  7  4  Pbvowel  5  1  6  6  2  2  5  Promoters  57  57  4  3  4 Table 3 : Number of rules learned by IREP++, RIPPER0, and RIPPER2 on various data sets. data set are boolean. We would not expect see the effects discussed in Section 3.2 on such data sets.
Data Set
No variant of RIPPER learned any rules on the Monks-2 data set. If we exclude this data set from our analysis, then IREP++ learned an average of 4.56 fewer rules per problem than RIPPER2 without negation, and an average of 3.11 fewer rules per problem than RIPPER0 without negation. When negation is enabled RIPPER generally learns fewer rules. This is expected as the negation option allows a greater expressive range for RIPPER rules and may thus allow the target concept to be expressed more efficiently. However, set-valued splits are more expressive than negated singlevalued splits and so we would expect IREP++ to require fewer rules than RIPPER. The data confirms this: IREP++ requires an average of 2.44 fewer rules than RIPPER2 and an average of 1.44 fewer rules than RIPPER0 when negated single-valued predicates are permitted.
Summary
IREP++ is a new learning algorithm that builds on IREP and RIPPER. IREP++ contains several improvements that make it faster without sacrificing accuracy. These improvements include a new pruning metric, a simpler stopping criterion, and novel data structures that reduce the number of required sorts. We have also demonstrated a more efficient way to handle categorical features that allows for more compact rule sets and shorter training times. The resulting algorithm is as accurate as RIPPER2, but faster than RIPPER0. The speed improvements make it possible to use the algorithm on very large data sets in an interactive environment where fast results are required.
A Proof that FOIL Gain is Sortable
Given a categorical feature, f , having m levels, we denote the levels of the feature as v i . The v i are ordered such that that p 1 /n 1 ≥ p 2 /n 2 ≥ . . . ≥ p m /n m where p i is the number of training patterns with value v i where the target value is true, and n i is the number of training patterns with value v i where the target value is false. We wish to show that the subset of values that maximizes the FOIL gain metric always has the form S * = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k } where k ≤ m. Each subset of levels, S, may be represented as a vector Proof. Since p(x) = p, f (x) = p (log 2 (p/q(x) + C)). Thus f (x) is maximized by minimizing q(x). Assume x is not left shifted. Then there exists i < j such that x i < 1 and x j > 0. We can then form x by subtracting a small amount, δ, from x j and adding pj pi δ to x i . x maintains the condition p(x) = p. Furthermore, we know that
since p j /n j ≤ p i /n i . Thus we can be assured that q(x ) ≤ q(x). Thus x has FOIL gain greater than or equal to the FOIL gain of x. If x is not left shifted we may repeat the procedure described above until we arrive at a left shifted vector.
In order to complete the proof of our conjecture we must show that all coordinates of the vector x that maximizes the FOIL gain must be either 0 or 1. Theorem A.1 shows that x must be left shifted thus we know that at most one coordinate of x is not 0 or 1. Theorem A.2 finishes our proof. Proof. We show that the second derivative of g with respect to y is non-negative and thus g(y) has no local maxima. It follows that g(0) or g(1) is a maximum for y ∈ [0, 1].
Let α = i−1 j=1 p j /p i and let β = i−1 j=1 q j /q i . Since p 1 /q 1 ≥ p 2 /q 2 ≥ . . . ≥ p i /q i , it follows that α ≥ β. Now we may write g(y) = p i (α + y) (log 2 p i (α + y) − log 2 q i (β + y) + C). Since the linear term involving C has no contribution to the second derivative, and since positive constant multipliers don't affect the sign, we see that the second derivative of g has the same sign as the second derivative of h(y) = (α + y)(ln(α + y) − ln(β + y)). Differentiating we get h (y) = ln(α + y) + 1 − ln(β + y) − (α + y)/(β + y). Then the second derivative is 
